Curricular Efficiency Team
Workshop 4: December 3, 2021
11:00am – 3:00pm
AGENDA

11-11:30  Scheduling for Summer and Fall terms
          Teach out strategies
          25Live update

11:30-11:50  Summary of Dean’s excel spreadsheet

11:50-12:15  Review APEEI timeline and Dashboard update

12:15-12:35  Provost remarks

12:35-12:55  Q&A about curricular mapping

12:55-1:20  Questions about curricular rotation (carousel) and brief department report out
            regarding activities completed to date regarding curricular efficiency

1:20-3:00  Breakout sessions

Session #1: SUMMER AND FALL SCHEDULING
Review under enrolled sections to reduce
Identify potential issues and successes for scheduling
Review reduced WL classes from current Fall term and how to correct

Session #2: WHEN/WHERE DO STUDENTS LEAVE YOUR PROGRAM